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Most proposed extensions of the Standard Model (SM) present additional heavy

gauge bosons as well as heavy fermions, whose manifestations are searched for in high

energy e+e~ and hadron-hadion collider experiments. One expected feature is that

mixing should occur among the new heavy degrees of freedom and the ordinary light

ones, in both the gauge boson and the fermion sectors, reflecting the Higgs structure

of the theory.

The direct evidence of these new fermions and bosons, and the measurement

of their parameters (e.g. masses, couplings and mixing angles) would be obtained

from the production processes, if the available energy was large enough. Alternatively,

especially in the case where mass thresholds are too large, indications or bounds on

these parameters can be derived from indirect or virtual effects of these particles in

measured high energy reactions.

In this paper we discuss indirect effects of both lepton and neutral gauge boson

mixing in the process

e + + e " - W+ + W-, (1)

which has received considerable attention recently, as it will be accessible at planned

future e+e~ colliders [1-3]. In particular, we emphasize the role of longitudinal polar-

ization of initial beams in attempts to distinguish the two sources of mixing (leptonic

and bosonic), through deviations of cross sections from the SM predictions. For sim-

plicity, although more generally valid, our considerations will be limited in quantita-

tive estimates to £g models, which are of current interest [4], with two heavy left- and

right-handed SU(2) exotic lepton doublets and one Z'. We exploit here the enhanced

sensitivity of the polarized cross sections of process (1) to new physics effects such as

mixings, which was presented in detail in [5] with regard to Z — Z' mixing.

To introduce the formalism for mixing among exotic and ordinary leptons (in the

following called exotic-lepton mixing), we start from the leptonic 5(7(2) x U(l) x U(l)'

interaction:

-C = e J^ + gz + g2. (2)

where, in the weak-eigenstate basis, and with V = f (em), Z, Z', the currents in
Eq.(2) can be written as:

(4)



In Eqs.{2), with a\y — iinOw and cw = cos8w'

e = i/Anctcm; gz = e/swcw\ 9 — elsw\ gz< = . (5)

In Eqs.(3) and (4) we have introduced, with a = (L, R) the left- and right-handed

heli- ities, the neutral and charged leptons by means of the notation:

(6)

where e and v are the ordinary SM electron and neutrino, and E and TV are the

exotic charged and neutral heavy leptons, which we assume to be either singlets or

doublets under electroweak SU{2). The superscript "°" means states in the weak-

eigenstate basis. Furthermore, the neutral current couplings are represented by ma-

trices g f =Qc°ny, g'°; gf, with:

° °
where (/" = e°, E°):

(7)

(8)

The Z' couplings to fermions, which are listed for completeness, as we are mostly

interested here in exotic-lepton mixing effects, are in E$ models:

gf = 3A + B; gf =A- B; gf = -2A - IB; gf = -2A + 2B, (9)

where A = cos/J/2v'6) B — \/IOsin/3/12, with /3 specifying the orientation of the

(7(1)' generator in the E6 group space [4].

Analogously, for the charged current couplings:

o
0

of ) '
(10)

with G"L — 1; GR — 0; G^ — —2T$a, and T3 is the third isospin component.

In the lepton sector there are stringent limits on the generation-changing neutral

currents [6]. Therefore, we only consider mixing among exotic and ordinary leptons of

the first generation, which are the ones relevant to our process (1). We introduce the

mass-eigenstates in the same notation as (6):

These states are related to the weak-eigenstates (6) by the following transformations:

hi, (i2)

where the unitary mixing matrices U(^io) and U(if>2a) diagonalize, respectively, the

charge —1 and the charge zero mass matrices. They can be written as:

In the mass-eigenstates basis we rewrite the interaction lagrangian (2) as:

-C = e + gz JzZ,+gZ' Jz,Zl + -£=

where

•h.c), (15)

In these equations, Qe
a and G^ are the transformed matrices (7) and (10), namely:

V Gi'u-1faa), (is)

; = Q:mjlI; g'a; 9^, with

The electromagnetic current remains diagonal under the rotation (18), and therefore

is not affected by mixing.

From (18) and (19) one can easily derive the relevant couplings:

Si = 9l Clo +9a -»l
>E°

9c = 9a Cla

= C1LC2L - 1TSLSIL&2L\ G"R — -2TfRs1Ra2R,

and

(20)

(21)

(22)



As far as Z — Z' mixing is concerned, by the same kind of formalism we have:

( 2 3 )

where Z, Z' are weak-eigenstates, Z\, Z2 are mass-eigenstates and <j> is the Z — Z'

mixing angle. In E t models, which will be of interest here, due to the gauge structure

of this theory, mixing in the charged gauge boson sector does not occur, and therefore

we can limit ourselves to consider just the electroweak neutral current, which would

take the modified form (with respect to Eq.(lS)):

where

+ gz (

^ ^ 7
92

= - Jzsin * + —
9Z

(24)

(25)

Correspondingly, the neutral current couplings including both exotic-lepton and Z — Z'

mixings are:
9Z' ,f • ,

9Z (26)

2a 9z °
After these general preliminaries, we turn to the cross section of process (1),

which is determined in Born approximation by the five diagrams of Fig . l , correspond-

ing to mass-eigenstate exchanges (i.e. y, u, JV> Z\ and Z2), with couplings given by

Eqs.(20) to (22) and (26). As one can easily see from these formulae, the s-channel

Z2 and the t-channel JV exchange amplitudes arise only in the case of non-vanishing

mixing angles. Indeed, the SM case is reobtained by taking all mixing angles equal to

zero.

Denoting by 2 = cos 6 the CM. scattering angle of the W~ with the e~ direction,

the differential cross section of process (1) can be expressed as:

da_

az
Qw

16 sinin4

(27)

where we use the notations a = d<r/dz, and n,m = (v,N); i,j = (1,2).

By explicit computation we find for initial e L e^ states (LR):

(28)

In (27) and (28) 0W = (1 - AM^jsfl2 is the velocity of the W and the Xi are the

Z\ and Z2 propagators, i.e. \i — •»/(-' — Mf + iMiTi). Also, for neutral leptons with

masses mn: rn = t/(t - m^), with t — M&r - s/2 + szj3w/2.

In Eq.(28) we have g' = gfLcos^; g\ = -g%L sin^ [5], and the F's are defined

as (3/ = ,/AfJ,, x

(29)

12) (l -

= 1 6
Q2
3W.

(30)

(31)

For the case of initial e^ej states (RL), to obtain aRL one must simply replace

in the previous equations the subscript "L" by "R" and take the corresponding right-

handed couplings.

The integrated cross sections read:

J dz
(32)

and in the following we will use in general <r(ij,zj) to define deviations from the SM,

convenient to study mixing effects.

For simplicity of the presentation we begin by neglecting the effects from Z — Z'

miring, and consider exotic-lepton miring only. In this case the SM amplitudes Ay,

Ay and Az for 7, v and Z exchanges relevant to process (1), turn out to be modified

as

A, ^Ay; Ay =* (1 + iv)Av + AN; Az^(\+Zz)Az, (33)

where £ 's come from the miring and AJV is generated by the heavy neutrino exchange

(also proportional to mixing). As a suitable observable to evidence lepton mixing



effects in process (1), we define the relative deviation of cross sections from the SM
due to lepton mixing, A[%m | , , for any kind of initial polarizations:

~"SM

where

and

\A-, + Av + Az\2

\Ay -4- (1

(34)

(35)

(36)

To simplify the notations we omit z\ and z? in Eqs.(34)-(36).

.'resent hmits on s\ and 3% are of the order of 10~2 [7-10], so that we can expect

that retaining only the terms of order s\, s\ and s^ JJ in (36) should be an adequate

approximation. To do that, since the dependence of („ and fe on the mixing angles is

determined by the coupling constants in Eqs.(20) to (22), we must first expand these

couplings taking Eq.(8) into account. We find for Ek models, where TfL = TfR = -1 /2 :

9l = ~^ 9R - (37)

= •'lR«2fli

and

(38)

(39)

Using Eqs.(33) to (39), and taking only terms linear in £'s in (36), one finally

obtains for the LR case:

i L H

where

- HI?;

CLR

E

~ rN)

™ = R™ + +

(40)

(41)

and R^R = Va^/crs^. In the approximation above tfj,R = 0, which means that in

general the main contribution to Af^^ is determined by the modification of the

neutrino exchange diagram in Eq.(33).

For the RL case one finds analogously:

A RL _ CRL TTRL
L.mix ~ CZ " 1 2

eRLi (42)

•H: f i t - • 4 ^ • * • • "•» »,-.—

where

— ~7T~2~S1R' SJV — •*! (43)

(44)

and Rap = Vap/^SM' ^n t n e adopted approximation (T^J = 0, and moreover one can
notice from (42) that the massless neutrino exchange contribution to A ^ ^ ^ vanishes.

Turning to the most general case, which includes also Z~Z' mixing, the last part
of (33) modifies to Az => (1 •+• (z + *z)Az, as it can be seen from Eq.(26). Concerning
the observable deviation from the SM, Eq.(34) should generalize to:

where Az,mix ' s proportional to the Z — Z' mixing angle and to linear combinations

of R functions, similar to e.g. Eq.(41), but with u «• Z [5].

According to the findings of Ref.[2], the correct unitary behaviour of cross sec-

tions at high energy is obtained by either

i>lL = V*2Li (46)

V'ifi = 0 . (47)

Assuming first that condition (46) is realized, we notice from Eqs.(40) to (43) that in
such a case A^mil = 0, and therefore A^% = A%%ix, while A ^ consists of both
contributions. We conclude that Z — Z' mixing could be directly obtained from the
LR initial polarization, and using this information one could then extract the exotic-
lepton mixing from the RL initial polarization. This would represent in principle a
tool to disentangle the two kinds of mixing in process (1).

Alternatively, assuming that condition (47) is realized, in such a case ALmix = 0
due to (43), so that A"fx = A * ^ and Z - Z' mixing would be directly accessible by
RL initial polarization. Combining this information with LR one could then determine
("ii - HL? via Eq.(41).

Concerning the possibility to distinguish between alternatives (46) and (47), if
the deviations were large enough to be experimentally observed within the expected
accuracy, it would be important to also measure for both the LR and the RL cases the
energy behaviour of Amu, and compare it with the energy dependences theoretically
predicted for Az,mii and Ai,>mjx, which are different. According to the considerations

8



above, the indication on which alternative is realized would be given by which Am i z ,
LR or RL, behaves as &z,mix- K Amix were found to behave as Az,m;, for both LR
and RL polarizations, it would not be possible to decide among the two alternatives,
and in this case one could only conclude that Z — 2' mixing effects are dominating
with respect to exotic-lepton ones. In the case no deviation is observed within the
experimental accuracy, we should take into account both possibilities (46) and (47) to

obtain constraints on the mixing angles.
To numerically derive bounds for the mixing angles, it is important to look for

the ranges in z\ and Z2 where Eq.(45) gives the largest deviations from the SM. The
analysis shows that for the lepton mixing effect At i m i i the desired range extends over
the full angular range for both the LR and the RL cases, independent of the CM energy.
Therefore, to bound lepton mixings we can use in Eq.(34) the total cross sections. For
the Z — Z' mixing effect Az,mii the optimal kinematical ranges are —1 < z < 0,25 for
the LR case, and the full angular range for RL, weakly dependent on the CM energy.

Using the channel of two leptons plus two jets (Iv+jj) to identify the final W+W~
state, we derive bounds on exotic-lepton mixing angles by demanding that Ai i m t J !

should be less than the expected accuracy at the 2cr level. This means that the limits

will correspond to the 95% CL.
In Figs.2-4 we show our numerical results, assuming a CM energy -Js — 500 GeV

and an integrated luminosity £;nt = 20 /6""1, as planned for the NLC. For the heavy

neutrino mass we have chosen three values: m^ = 50 GtV (which we consider as being

the smallest value allowed by LEP experiments), mjj = 150 and 300 GeV. In these

Figures the solid line represents the limits on s\R coming from the RL polarization,

as predicted by Eqs.(42) and (43), and the corresponding shaded area is the excluded

region. The two dashed lines represent the limits on [S^L — S^L)2 from the LR initial

polarization, as predicted by Eqs.(40) and (41), and the corresponding shaded area

indicates the region in the *it-*2t plane which accordingly would be excluded.

Our results show that the most stringent limits on mixing are expected for the

higher values of mjv- This feature reflects the decreasing behaviour of the heavy neu-

trino exchange contribution, proportional to TW and opposite in sign to the other

mixing effects (see Eqs.(40) and (42)-(43)), which leads to smaller coefficients for the

mixing angles for larger TOJV. Also, it might be noticed that for the smaller value

•mN = SO GeV the solid line representing the limit from RL experiments is not hori-

zontal, somehow in disagreement with the approximate Eq.(43), which is independent

of SIR. This is due to the fact that two sources of deviations in (42), the heavy neutrino

exchange oc fJJL and the Z exchange oc £ j L , tend to cancel each other and therefore in

principle higher powers in mixing angles should be taken into account for such a small

mN. Finally, since neither A £ ^ nor A * ^ depend on S2R in our approximation,

limits on this angle cannot be obtained from process (1), and should be searched for

in other reactions.

From the numerical point of view, Fig.2 indicates that the typical values of the

bounds which would be obtained at the NLC for m# = 50 GeV, are of the same

size as the present ones. However, Figs.3 and 4 show that these constraints improve

quite significantly, by about one order of magnitude, for the larger possible values of

raw. Concerning the CM-energy behaviour of the bounds on mixing angles which can

be expected from process (1), further substantial improvements should be allowed at

higher energies by the increasing dependence of the H functions in Eqs.(40) and (42),

which gives rise to an enhancement mechanism for lepton mixing effects quite similar

to that active for Z — Z' mixing [5].
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Figure captions

Fig. 1 : Fey nman diagrams for e+ e —> W~^W in E« extended models.

Fig.2 : 95% CL limits on aja , a â from e+c" -> W+W~ at Js = 500 GeV, Cint =

20 fb-1, mjv = 50 GeV. The solid line represents the limits on s*R obtained
from initial e^ej polarization, and the two dashed lines represent the limits on
(tiL —*2L)2 from initial e£ej[ polarization. The subscript a = L for the LR case,
and o = R for the RL case. The shaded areas represent the excluded regions for
both RL and RL cases.

Fig.3 : Same as in Fig.2, for mN - 150 GeV.

Fig.4 : Same as in Fig.2, for mN = 300 GeV.
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